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It was shown previously that adsorption of ions at the electrical double layer of a high specific surface 
area carbon electrode can serve for water desalination. This is effected by assembling two such elec- 
trodes in a cell, cycling electronic charge between them and applying periodic synchronous pumping 
of the liquid through the cell. This process has been termed Electrochemical Parametric Pumping 
(ECPP). In the present article, modified charge coordinates, desalting efficiencies, isopotentiograms 
(analogous to adsorption isotherms) and optimization considerations of the two adsorptive electrode 
batch unit of the ECPP were derived and analysed on the basis of the propterties of each single elec- 
trode separately. 
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ionic activities at the inlet and outlet solutions. 
specific double layer capacities of electrodes 1 and 2 (/IF g-1) 
specific cell capacitance (/IF g-1) 
solution concentration (tool cm -a) 
potential of electrodes 1 and 2 versus a reference electrode 
potential difference between the two electrodes (V) 
potential attained by the electrodes after short-circuiting 
Faraday constant 
weights of electrodes 1 and 2 (g) 
denotes electrode 1 or 2 in a two electrode system 
dielectric constant of the solution at the double layer region 
change in salt content in the solution in one electrode system (moles) 
total amount of adsorbed cations and anions in one electrode system (moles) 
total amount of salt adsorbed on the electrodes (moles) 
amount of salt adsorbed per unit weight of electrode material (moles g-X) 
amount of anions and cations adsorbed on unit weight of electrode i (where i = 1,2) 
(mol g-1) 

the change in total electrode charge in one electrode system (C) 
total charge per unit weight of electrode i (C g-1) 
cationic and anionic charges per unit weight of electrode i (C g-l) 
independent charge coordinates (C g-1) 
gas constant 
absolute temperature 
electrical work of charging the double layer (eV) 
free space permittivity 
relative weights or elelctrode 1 and 2 respectively 
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1. Introduction 

In a previous publication [1 ], electrochemical parametric pumping (ECPP) was introduced as a new 
concept in separation science. The parametric pumping process, first proposed by Wilhelm and Sweed 
[2], and studied further by Pigford et al. [3] and Wilhelm et al. [4], was extended to electrochemical 
systems. As a first demonstration of the idea, we chose the desalination of dilute aqueous solutions 
which, we believe, has some potential advantages over existing non-thermal desalting methods. Desalting 
by ECPP is carried out be electroadsorption over a couple of high specific surface area carbon electrodes, 
shaped into a multistage separation column. The basic separation process comprises electrically induced 
adsorption-desorption cycles of  cations and anions on the oppositely charged electrodes. These cycles 
were synchronized with periodical reversals of axial flow. It was shown that such an operation results in 
a build-up of an axial concentration gradient [5]. 

The electroadsorptive properties of a two electrode cell is solely determined by the characteristics of 
each single electrode, namely by the amount of cation and anion adsorbed (or desorbed) on each elec- 
trode as a function of its potential and the solution concentration. They are however electrically linked 
through the outer electrical circuit in such a way that the amount of electrical charge driven off from 
one electrode, is delivered to the other. 

In the present paper the equilibrium properties of the two electrodes which compose the bed of the 
desalination ECPP column will be established on the basis of the electrical data of each single electrode. 
The treatment will clarify some of the basic features of the ECPP column, provide some criteria for the 
optimization of the column performance and yield the basic data necessary for the quantitative treat- 
ment of the ECPP dynamics that will be presented in a subsequent article. 

2. Experimental procedure 

2.1. Single electrode studies 

The experimental set-up was described in detail elsewhere [6]. It enabled us to measure point by point 
the electronic charge and electrical potential of the electrode, the amount of adsorbed cation and anion 
and the pH of the solution. 

A large, high surface area carbon electrode was charged and discharged with a constant current in an 
aqueous NaC1 solution against a large Ag-AgC1 counter-electrode in the same solution. 

Electroadsorption on the 12 000 cm 2 total electrode area resulted in detectable changes on solution 
concentration. This was monitored by accurate conductivity measurements. The total amount of cation, 
An + , and anion, An-, adsorbed on the carbon electrode surface could then be calculated according to 
the following expressions: 

An + = An s 

where An s is the change in salt content of the solution and, 

Aq 
An- -- -- An + 

F 

where Aq is the change in electrode charge and F is the Faraday number. 

2.2. Two adsorptive electrode system 

This system was also described in a previous article [1 ]. It is, in fact, a separation column originally built 
for ECPP operations, but was frequently operated as a batch unit cell in order to obtain the equilibrium 
adsorptive properties discussed in this paper. The adsorbing bed of the column consisted of two high- 
surface carbon electrodes with a porous separator between them. The dimensions of the electrodes were 
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0.2 x 1 x 90 cm. Conductivity cells attached to the outlets of  the column were used to detect concen- 
tration variations in the internal solution. 

Measurements at equilibrium were performed by galvanostatic charging steps followed by waiting 
periods until the cell potential reached a constant value. The solution was then pumped out of  the 
column and analysed by means of  the adjacent conductivity cells. These measurements yielded data of  
both cell charge qe which will be defined later, and the net amount of  salt adsorbed, as a function of  
cell potential difference. The measurements were performed for different concentrations and as a result 
it was possible to draw isopotentiograms. 

The differential electrical double layer capacity of  the complete two electrode cell, was obtained as 
described previously [ 1 ], from the limiting slope of  the galvanostatic curve. The pH of  the effluent was 
monitored by means of  glass electrodes located close to the lower column edge. 

Solutions of  sodium chloride in a concentration range of  10 -2 to 0.2 mol dm -3 were used. The two 
identical high surface electrodes were made of  60/10 mesh gas chromatography grade carbon black 
(Carbopack B by Supelco) which has a specific surface area o f  100 m 2 g-1. 

3. Results  and discuss ion 

In the simplest case of  nonspecific adsorption, any increase in the electrode potential would result in an 
increase in anion adsorption and cation desorption [7]*. An electroadsorptive cell comprising two 
electrodes is operated by transferring an amount of  charge Aqe from one electrode to the other. Thus 
while anions are adsorbed on the positively charged electrode, they are desorbed from the second, 
negatively charged one and vice versa for the cations. This implies that Ans,  the total amount of  salt 
adsorbed can be less than the charge equivalent, Aq e passing through the cell. For certain single elec- 
trode characteristics and a working potential range the charge efficiency term F2xns/Aqe can even be 
zero. It is necessary therefore to derive efficiency parameters and establish the relations between single 
electrode and whole cell characteristics. 

3.1. Independent charge coordinates 

For a single electrode in an electrolyte solution there is one (electrical) degree of  freedom at constant 
pressure, temperature and solution concentration. For convenience let us choose the electrode double 
layer charge q as the independent variable allowing the potential to receive the appropriate value. The 
zero of  the charge scale on the charge-potential diagram can be set arbitrarily (unless some definite 
thermodynamic relations [9, 10] or molecular models [11] are involved). For instance we may choose 
q = 0 when the electrode potential is zero versus the familiar Ag-AgCI electrode in the same solution. 
In a two adsorptive electrode cell, there should be two degrees of  freedom. Let these be ql and q2, 
i.e., the double layer charges per gram of  the electrode material of  the first and the second electrode 
respectively, with regard to the same arbitrary zero reference. Since these two charge values are inter- 
dependent due to the electrodes connection to the power supply new charge coordinates, qd and qe, 
which can be varied independently, may be defined. These are: 

qd = Plqx +la2q2 

2qe = Plql - -P2q2 
where: 

gl 
#1 - 

g l  + g2 

g2 
/12 - 

gl + g2 

* In cases of strong specific adsorption of anions for instance, anion concentration increases more than the electrode 
charge and is electroneutralized therefore by increasing cation adsorption even at exceedingly positive potentials [8 ]. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3a) 

(3b) 
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Fig. 1. Equivalent electrical circuit of a two adsorptive 
electrodes cell. Rs, solution resistance between the two 
electrodes; C 1 and C~, electrical double layer capacitors; 
1 and 2, the electrodes' connections to the power supply 
PS. Ax, an auxilliary electrode, Z, a Zener diode. 

where gl and g2 are the weights of the first and second electrodes, respectively. The significance and 
independence of qd and qe is best demonstrated by means of the simplified equivalent circuit depicted 
in Fig. 1. The capacitors C1 and C2 represent the electrical double layers of the two electrodes while R s 
is the resistance of the solution. The dashed line encloses the solution side of the cell. The capacitors 
may be unequal in magnitude and potential dependent. The Zener diodes Z represent electrochemical 
reactions which enable the passage of (Faradaic) current only if the cell potential exceeds the double 
layer potential range. The electrode charges, g lq l  and g2q2, are considered positive when the metallic 
side of the double layer is charged positively. As demonstrated in Fig. 1, the solution side of the double 
layer of electrode 1 is charged with + 4 coulombs and electrode 2 with + 6 coulombs. Hence from 
Equation 1 (gl + g2)qd = +10 coulombs, qa is therefore the total (ionic) charge per gram of total elec- 
trode material in the cell entrapped at the solution side of both double layers. It can be seen from 
Fig. 1 that qd cannot be changed by passing a current through the leads 1 and 2 of the adsorptive 
electrodes; qa can be changed only by means of a third electrode, Ax. This can be explicitly proved 
if we recall that electroneutrality considerations require that only equal and opposite charges can be 
passed through the electrodes 1 and 2, thus, 

gldql  = --g2dq2 (4) 

Using Equations 3a and 3b, the complete differential of Equation 1 can be written as follows: 

(gl +g2)dqd = gldql  +g2dq2 

combining the latter expression with Equation 4 we obtain dqd = 0. For further elucidation of the 
meaning of qe, Equations 1 and 2 are combined to obtain: 

2qe = 2paq l - -qd .  (5a) 

By differentiating at constant qd, we get: 

dqe = /aldql. (5b) 

The subtraction of Equation 1 from Equation 2 gives: 

2qe = qd--  2~2q2. (6a) 
Again, for constant qd we get: 

dqe = --/~2dq2 (6b) 

It turns out that (ga + g2)dqe is simply the total charge passed between electrodes 1 and 2 by means 
of a power supply. Its zero value corresponds, according to Equation 2, to a state of equal charges 
gl ql = g2q2 of the separate electrodes. Furthermore, qe may be varied independently on qd. 
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3.2. Criteria for the desalination efficiency and capacity 

The salt adsorption capacity per gram of electrode material of the cell depends on the specific surface 
area of the electrode and on the electrical variables (potential or charge). Since a third electrode (like 
Ax shown in Fig. 1) is not likely to be used in a practical desalination setup, qd is taken as constant and 
the charge qe will be the single electrode variable of the cell. The differential charge efficiency of the 
desalting cell will be defined a s :  F(~ns/~)qe)qd; n s is determined by the expression: 

n s  - -  _ _  

gl + g2 

where nts is the total amount of salt adsorbed on the electrodes. 
The average charge efficiency for predetermined variations of the charge qe during the charging step 

of the ECPP from qel to qe2 is given by: 

Ans 
_ 1 [ qe23ns dqe. (7a) 

FAqe qe2--qel  ,~qel 0q e 

The differential adsorption energy efficiency of the complete cell is defined as F(ans/Ow)qd, where w 
is the electrical work of charging the double layer, namely: 

qe dw = AEdqe = ~edqe.  (7b) 

AE = E2 - -E l  is the potential difference across the cell terminals (E 1 and Ez are the potentials of 
electrode 1 and 2 respectively) and Ce is the cell double layer specific capacitance. 

Thus, F{3nst : Ce I~ns-- t (7c) 

\ aWJqd qe \aqe/qd" 
The adsorption energy efficiency expressed in Equation 7c is the differential electrical energy invested 
during a charging step*. It is normalized in such a way that it becomes unity if 1 eV is required for the 
removal of one molecule of univalent salt from the solution. 

A second energy efficiency criterion could be based on the thermodynamic free energy of desalin- 
ation, which amounts to n-R TIn ao/a-; + n+R TIn a~/ag, where n- and n § are respectively the number 
of moles of the negative and positive ions adsorbed on the electrodes and a~, a~, a o and a~ are respect- 
ively the corresponding activities of the ions in the solution at the outlet and the inlet of the cell. This 
criterion is of limited importance since the real energy investment is considerably greater and is much 
more closely related to the energy stored at the double layer capacitance than to the theoretical thermo- 
dynamic work. 

At high charging and discharging rates, the real energy efficiency is considerably lower than the 
equilibrium value expressed by Equation 7c because of the high resistive losses. The equilibrium energy 
efficiency is therefore relevant only at low rates which prevail whenever energy saving is a major 
optimization factor. On the other hand, when highest desalting yield (thus highest cycling rate) is more 
important, charge efficiency becomes the more relevant criterion. These two efficiency values provide, 
therefore, a range of operating conditions within which the optimum should fall. 

In the following sections, the detailed derivation of energy and charge efficiencies of a two electrode 
cell by means of single electrode data will be presented. Also the range of qd and qe where these 
efficiencies attain their highest values will be discussed. 

* In principle this energy could at least be partially recovered during the discharge if the power supply is capable of 
receiving d.c. energy at variable potentials. Alternatively, cycle phase differences between column stacks could be 
programmed to allow mutual energy transfer. 
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3.3. Derivation o f  the differential charge efficiency 

Due to the electroneutrality of the solution, an increment in the amount of salt adsorbed is equal to 
the increment in the amount of anions adsorbed at both electrodes and is the same as that of cation 
adsorbed at both electrodes and is the same as that of cation adsorbed at both electrodes, namely, 

(gl +g2)dns = gldnl  +g2dn2 = gldn~ +g 2 d n ;  (8) 
+ + 

nl, n2, nl and n2 are respectively the number of equivalents of anions and cations adsorbed on elec- 
trodes 1 and 2 per gram of electrode material. Differentiating with respect to qe at constant qd and 
using Equations 5b, 6b, 3a and 3b we get: 

ansi an~ ~n~ _ an~ an~ (9) 
Oqe]q d ~ql aq: aql aq2 

Multiplying Equation 9 by F and denoting Fn- and Fn + by q- and q+ respectively, we obtain: 

F[ans],__, _ Oq~ aq~ _ aq~ 3q~ (lO) 
\Oqe]q d ~ql Oq2 Oql Oqz 

which is the differential charge efficiency expressed in terms of single electrode ion adsorption 
efficiencies. 

It is noteworthy that the present work deals with the equilibrium adsorptive properties of the com- 
plete two electrode cell as a superposition of single electrode characteristics. This is basically different 
from the previous work by Johnson and Newman [13] which dealt with the transient behaviour of a 
single electrode of the desalination cell. 

The electroneutrality condition of the double layer of electrode i (i = 1 or 2) is: 

dqT~ = dqi -- dq + (11) 

where qi is the total charge per gram of electrode i. This condition converts the second equality of 
Equation 10 to an identity. Equation 10 shows that the amount of salt adsorbed by the two electrodes 
is not necessarily equivalent to the charge qe passed and can even be zero when Oq~/3ql = Oq~/aq> 
Therefore, a brief survey of the relevant aspects of adsorption at the electrical double layer of electrodes 
is needed in order to find out the conditions of maximum salt adsorption. If no specific adsorption 
occurs, anions and cations of a Z-Z electrolyte behave almost symmetrically. The implications of this 
are as follows: 

ff both electrodes were located at the potential of zero charge PZC, then, 

Oql Oq~ 1 
- - ( 1 2 )  

~ql ~q2 2 

and the charge efficiency (Equation 10) vanishes. 
For extreme positive potentials the double layer is depleted of cations over a significant potential 

range. Therefore, bq~/~qi vanishes. By mean of the electroneutrality condition (Equation 11) we obtain, 

~q.__L~ + ~qi = 1 (13) 
Oqi Oq~ 

If Oq[/Oqi is very small, aqr approaches unity. The opposite applies to extreme negative potentials. 
If electrodes 1 and 2 were made extremely positive and extremely negative respectively, the above 
approximations read: 

a +  
aq~ ~ 0; aq~ q~- aq; - -  ~ 1 ;  - -  ~ 1 ;  - -  ~ 0 

3ql 8ql Oq2 aq2 
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Fig. 2. Typical anion and cation adsorption 
curves on a single FC-12 electrode. NaC1 
0.12 mol dm -3 solution. 

By inserting these limiting values in Equation 10 a unit charge efficiency is yielded. The two electrode 
cell should therefore approach its highest capacity upon keeping the electrodes at extreme and opposite 
ql values. 

In these circumstances Oq-1/Oqe and Oq~/Oqe are unity and zero respectively, provided electrode 1 is 
positively charged. Consequently the differential charge efficiency becomes unity. Non-specific adsorp- 
tion is quite an abundant case and occurs on many  metals such as mercury with NaF solution [8]. These 
properties are also among the consequences of  the Gouy-Chapman-Ste rn  (GCS) model for non specific 
adsorption on electrodes [ 14]. Adsorption of  sodium and chloride ions on FC-12 carbon electrodes was 
also shown to be essentially non-specific [7]. For this system, typical curves of  cation and anion adsorp- 
tion versus electrode charge are given in Fig. 2, and the corresponding slope Oq-/Oq is given in Fig. 3. 
The symmetry  of the anion and cation curves in Fig. 2 is noteworthy.  In Fig. 3 are also given some values 
from mercury electrodes at similar conditions. Data on mercury were calculated from curves of  q- ,  q+ 
and q versus the electrode potential as measured by Grahame and Soderberg [8]. 

At higher bulk concentrations the concentration of ions bearing the same charge sign as that of  the 
electrode at the double layer region is also higher, therefore its depletion from the double layer is more 
difficult. The approach of  the slopes of  the adsorption-charge curves to zero and unity at extremely 
large positive and negative charges is thus less likely. The consequence regarding Equation 10 is that 
the charge efficiency may  be lower for higher concentrations. This does occur in fact on a single 
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Fig. 3. Typical slopes Oq-/Oq against electrode charge q. 
�9 FC-12 carbon electrodes; �9 GCS model with K = 20; 
�9 KF solution on a mercury electrode [8]. 
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FC-12 electrode as shown in Fig. 4. The effect on charge efficiency of  the complete cell is demonstrated 
in the Fig. 5 by the family of  curves of  sak adsorbed as a function of  qe. It is evident from this figure 
that the slope bns/Oqe decreases with increasing solution concentration. 

Considering the behaviour of  the non-specific adsorbing electrodes described above, it can be con- 
cluded that the adsorption efficiency expressed in Equation 10 cannot exceed unity. This may occur, 
however, in cases of  strong specific adsorption which is very frequently found on metallic surfaces with 
high halogens [8]. 

The differential charge efficiency ~ns/~qe can be calculated from the single electrode properties 
according to Equation 10 if an explicit function of  3q+/3qi is known from a model; otherwise it can 
be evaluated graphically by  means of  experimental curves of  3q~/Oql against the electrode charge or 
potential. 

3.4. Calculation of Ons/Oqe according to the GCS model 

The GCS model refers only to the potential drop between the outer Helmholtz plane and the bulk of  
the solution [ 15]. We shall express 3ns/Oq e as a function of q and q-  according to this model. These mag- 
nitudes will later be linked to the electrode potential by means of experimental charge-potential  curves. 

The single electrode components  3q-/Oq in Equation 10 as given by the GCS theory [16] are: 

~q- l {l + q/2A } 
Oq - 2 [(q/2A)2 + 111/2 (14) 

where A = (2R TKeo C)V2 (15) 

6O 
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Fig. 5. Total amount of salt adsorbed in the 
two electrodes cell against change of elec- 
trode charge. 
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where K is the dielectric constant, e0 the free space permittivity and C the solution concentration in 
moles cm -3. 

One can deduce from Fig. 3 that Equation 14 satisfactorily fits the experimental curve for the FC-12 
carbon, if K = 20*. Introducing Equation 14 in Equation 10 for each electrode, using the dimensionless 
charge units: 

Qe = q__~_e and Qd = q dd (16) 
2A 2A 

and Equations 5a and 5b, the expression: 

\Oqe]q d = 2- "[(Qe + Q d / 2 )  2 +/,/211/2 ~- [(ad~:Oe~#~]l/2)  (17)  

is obtained. 
It is noteworthy that once the GCS model has been introduced, the zero values of ql , q2 and qd are 

no longer arbitrary and refer to the potential of zero charge [9, 18]. Equation 17 has an even symmetry 
with respect to Qd and an odd symmetry with respect to Qe. 

The differential charge efficiency calculated from Equation 17 is depicted in Fig. 6 as a function of 
the dimensionless charge Qe, for different Qd values. It is evident that the efficiency is higher as Qd 
decreases. Considering Equation 7a, the optimal range of qe can also be deduced from Fig. 6 by means 
of expression 16 for Qe. The lower limit, qe 1, should be somewhat above zero while the higher limit, 
qe2, has to be as large as possible, if only charge efficiency is accounted for. It is obvious, however, that 
qe2 may practically be increased only to a limit set by Faradaic processes such as water electrolysis. 
Furthermore, as will be deduced subsequently, energy efficiency considerations set further limits to 

qe I and qe2. The regions of very low efficiency for combinations of high I Qdl and low I Oe I values are 
due to the fact that under such conditions both electrodes are highly charged on the same side of the 
zero value; hence 3q~/Oql and Oq~/Oq2 of the single electrodes approach unity and the charge efficiency 
as given in Equation 10 becomes small. This feature can be predicted by the more general assumptions 
of symmetrical behaviour of cations and anions at the double layer. 

A family of curves of charge efficiency against the cell variable q~ for different constant values of 
qd (like those of Fig. 6) could also be formed one the basis of purely experimental data of the single 
electrodes. This is done as follows: the experimental Oql/Oql and Oq~/Oq2 plotted on the qa and q2 
abscissas, respectively, are both transformed into the qe abscissa for a commonly selected qa. The differ- 
ence Oq~/Oqa -- Oq~/Oq2 is then picked up point by point as a function ofqe calculated by means of 
Equation 2 with the appropriate values of ql and q~. According to Equation 10, these points should 
provide the corresponding F(Ons/Sqe) versus qe curve for the selected qa. One can, furthermore, deduce 
from Equations 5a and 6a that a different choice of qd value would result in just symmetrical and 
opposite shifts of  each of the OqT/Oql and Oq2/Oq2 versus qe curves by Aqa/2, where Aqa is the differ- 
ence between the qd selections. This procedure by no means requires two identical electrodes for the 
desalination cell. However, in the case of non-specific adsorptive electrodes, the symmetrical behaviour 

dns 
vd-~; 1.o 

0,8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

2 3 4 5 Q~ 

Fig. 6. Theoretical differential charge 
efficiency calculated from Equation 17. 
Qd: e , - - 0 ; A , - - 2 ;  . , - - 4 ;  e , - -  6. 

* K for the 'electrified interface' is considered lower than that of bulk water because of partial dielectric saturation [1 7 ]. 
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Fig. 7 aq?/aql and aq~/Oq2 as a function ofqe for a 
simulated symmetrical cell composed of two FC-12 elec- 
trodes, qd = 0.65 #C cm -2. 

towards anion and cation adsorption leads to identical electrodes of equal weights as the best choice. 
Figure 7 shows experimental curves of  Oq-1/Oql and ~q~/Oq2 versus qe obtained from data of Fig. 4 for 
a symmetrical cell composed of two FC-12 electrodes. The chosen value of qa corresponded to that of 
an electrode at a potential of  20 mV versus SCE, this is to say that for qe = 0 both electrodes are at this 
potential. 

The differential charge efficiency, measured directly from the complete cell packed with two sym- 
metrical Carbopack B carbon electrodes, can now be compared with that composed of single (FC-12) 
electrode data (by integration of Equation 10). This comparison is done in Fig. 8. One should not 
expect to find a perfect correspondence between the two curves since two different electrode materials 
(having different adsorption characteristics) are used in the single electrode and complete cell system. 

The fact that the complete cell efficiency curve levels off at high qe values may be due to the follow- 
ing: at extreme qe values, part of the charge is consumed by electrochemical processes which involve 
water rather than salt ions and thereby lower the pH upon positive charging and raise it upon negative 
charging [7]. This effect reduces the ion charge efficiencies OqT~/3ql and ~q[/~qi and was found to 
become more significant as the charge becomes larger. For elementary thermodynamic reasons the pH 
changes in the single electrode system should impede the processes which involve water. In the two 
electrode system it was found that the pH remained almost neutral presumably as a consequence of 
mutual buffering of the oppositely charged electrodes. There is therefore less impediment of the 
processes involving water in the complete cell. That may lead to a lower charge efficiency for the real 

- 1"0 f !o., 
Fdn. doe 0.6 

0.4 

0.2 
0.1 

O 1 
qe(p.Ccm -2) 

2 3 
Fig. 8. Differential charge efficiencies deduced from 
Fig. 7 (= qd = 0.65 pC cm -~ ; A, qd = 2.6 pC cm -~) 
compared to the two electrodes system, o. 
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two electrode system as compared to values calculated from single electrode data. This is indeed shown 
in Fig. 8. 

In light of these considerations we may regard the approximate fit between the charge efficiency 
curve for the complete cell and those calculated from single electrode data as quite satisfactory. 

3.5. Adsorption energy efficiency 

As noted in Section 3.2, this criterion may be preferable whenever energy economy is of main import- 
ance. It will be treated here in a similar way as the absorption charge efficiency. 

In order to apply the GCS mode/, Equation 17 is substituted into Equation 7c to obtain the following 
dimensionless equation for the adsorption energy efficiency: 

Ce ~3W]qd = Qe [(Qe + Qd/2) 2 + ~2t]1/2 + [(ed~---~Q-~-+-~] '/2 " (18) 

The left hand side of this equation is plotted in Fig. 9 for different Qa values. Unlike the adsorption 
charge efficiency presented in Fig. 6, the adsorption energy efficiency drops for high qe values and 
acquires maxima for intermediate qe values. This is undoubtedly due to the square power dependence 
of the capacitor energy with charge while ion adsorption is at most proportional to charge. As in the 
case of charge efficiency, the optimal value of the energy efficiency is obtained when Qd is zero. The 
best qe 1 is thus also zero, whereas charge efficiency considerations lead to a different value. Further 
more, unless a lower limit is preferred to prevent the electrochemical decomposition of the solution, 
the best values for qe2 are set at the points of maximum energy efficiency. 

As in the case of charge efficiency, a purely empirical procedure may be forwarded to obtain the 
adsorption energy efficiency from the single electrode experimental data. By substitution of Equation 
10 into Equation 7c, we obtain: 

~3w]q d qe~Oq~ 3qz]" 

Now C e = (3qe/O(E1 --E2))qa is the specific cell capacitance and (gl + g2)Ce is the whole cell capaci- 
tance. We can therefore write: 

Ce \ aqe ~d 

0.8 

O8 

04 

0.2 

Ct~ 

= [o& 1 _ o& (20) 

Fig. 9. Theo re t i c a l  energy  e f f i c i ency  agains t  Qe for  differ-  
en t  values  o f  Qd:  A, - -  0;  *, - -  1 ; e ,  - -  6. 
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Using Equations 5b and 6b we obtain: 

1 _ 1 {OEll  + 1 [~E21 _ 1 + 1 ( 2 1 )  

Co ,1    qlJqa d - ,2c-5" 

This shows that Co results from a series connection of the two electrode specific capacitances cl and c2. 
Combination of Equations 21 and 19 gives: 

\~w]q a qe\Oql 3q~]\121 3ql + I.z2 " (22) 

Hence, to find F(3ns/OW ) we must resort the graphical computation of the denominator 1~Co of 
Equation 22 in the same way shown earlier for the numerator (Equation 10). This will provide a family 
of curves of 1/Ce versus qe for constant qd" Then, the family of curves of F(Ons/3W ) will be obtained 
by the corresponding division of the known values of Equation 22. 

The above procedure becomes much simpler if it is assumed that the specific capacitances Cl and c2 
of the single electrodes are constant and equal to c thus, according to Equation 21 Ce = c/.q g2- This is, 
in fact, a good approximation for carbon electrodes [6, 19] over a wide concentration range [20], as well 
as for other electrodes in the case of non-specific adsorption conditions and considerable concentrations 
[21]. In this work the complete cell capacitance was directly measured for different concentrations and 
found to change over the whole potential range by 30% as shown in Table 1. For a first approximation, 
an average constant c may be justified so that the direct application of Equation 19 instead of Equation 
22 is possible. Fig. 10 depicts the differential energy efficiency calculated by means of Equation 19 
for a cell composed to two FC-12 electrodes using single electrode data and by means of Equation 7c 
for the complete cell packed with two Carbopack B electrodes. As in the theoretical curves shown in 
Fig. 9, these curves also show a maximum. Although the maximum appears for the same qe magnitude 
as for the single electrode model, the whole efficiency curve is about 2.8 times lower. Bearing in mind 
that the corresponding charge efficiency curves fit quite well (Fig. 8) the disagreement in Fig. 10 should 
be attributed mainly to a difference in the double layer capacities c exhibited by the different electrodes 
(3.4 times greater for FC-12 electrodes). 

3.6. Adjustment  Of qd 

It has been shown above that the value of qd has a crucial influence on the efficiency of the electro- 
adsorption cell. Adjustment of qd is possible only by means of a third electrode (cf. Fig. 1) which, in 

Table 1. Complete cell double layer capacitance at various potentials and concentrations 

AE Specific cell capacitance, C e GaF crn -2) 
(mV) 

Concentration Concentration Concentration ConcentraHon 
0.2 moldm -3 0.1 moldm -3 0.05 moldm -3 0,01 moldm -3. 

200 4.84 3.80 3.44 3.09 
400 4.84 3.96 3.44 3.48 
600 4.33 4.15 4.19 3.69 
800 4.55 4.65 4.15 4.45 

1000 5.47 4.84 5.42 4.62 
1200 5.66 5.42 5.42 4.74 
1400 6.1 6.45 6.33 5.03 
1600 6.1 6.45 6.33 - 

* Corrected for IR drop. 
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Fig. 10. Experimental differential energy efficiencies for 
simulated FC-12 electrodes cell (m, qd = 0.65 gC cm-2; 
4, qd = 2.6 ~tC cm -2) compared to the two electrodes 
system, e. 

the case of the multistage column, should extend along it [1 ]. This might considerably complicate the 
column structure design. In this work, self-adjustment of qd to its optimal value, which is close to the 
zero charge, can be achieved by utilizing the charge transfer processes at the margins of the double layer 
potential range. As was shown in the earlier study of the single FC-12 electrode [6] in neutral NaC1 
solutions, the potential of zero charge of this electrode falls at about the same distance from the two 
Nernst potentials of water decomposition. In the equivalent circuit of Fig. 1 the charge transfer across 
each electrode interface is represented by back to back Zener diodes with breakdown potentials E e and 
E a for cathodic and anodic currents, respectively. A prolonged passage of current through the cell, from 
electrode 1 to electrode 2, will charge the cathode and anode up to ElCl and E2c2 C g-a respectively. 
The net charge qd on both solution sides of  the double layer, i.e., between the two capacitors shown in 
Fig. 1, will then be: El cl --E2 c2. If afterwards the two electrodes are short-circuited (i.e., discharged 
back to qe = 0), a potential E0 will be attained by both electrodes, but the charge qd entrapped between 
the two electrodes remains constant. Thus, we get 

Elcl  --E2c2 = Eo(Cl + c2) (23) 

and in the case of a symmetrical cell c, = c2, this equation becomes: 

Ex -- E2 
Eo - (24) 

2 

which, as already stated, is the position which determined the optimal qa. In conclusion, a slight over- 
charge of the cell during the charging step of the ECPP will always keep qd constant and reproducible 
so that the potential Eo of the two electrodes for qe = 0 will obey Equation 24. No third electrode 
would consequently be necessary for this adjustment. 

The above derived value of E0 does not necessarily provide the best qa values for all carbon electrodes 
since different carbons vary in their surface oxidation states and therefore also in their potential of zero 
charge [20]. However, we have found that the Carbopack B carbon used in the ECPP column exhibits 
the lowest charge efficiencies for AE = 0, namely when both electrodes are at Eo. This can be recog- 
nized by observing that the slopes of n s against qe curves shown in Fig. 5 for various constant concen- 
trations, becomes smaller as the potential difference between the electrodes decreases. 

3.7. The isopotentiograrn 

The two electrode cell should be considered as a separation device based on the selectivity of a solid 
adsorbent in contact with a fluid mixture. In the present study, the solid adsorbent is represented by 
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Fig. 11. Amount of salt adsorbed as a function of solution 
concentration at constant cell potential differences 
(isopotentiograms). Values of IR drop corrected poten- 
tials, E -- VIR are: *, 360 mV; A, 600 mV;., 900 mV, 
m, 1280 mV; e, 1550 mV. 

the two adsorptive electrodes which are interrelated by Equations 1,2 and 8. One should therefore 
anticipate an equivalent to the adsorption isotherm i.e., a dependence of the amount of salt adsorbed 
on the solution concentration while other intensive variables are kept constant. It will be shown in the 
following paper [22] that the adsorption functions are of ultimate importance of analysing the dynamics 
of the ECPP. In addition to the constant T and P, one electrical variable should be kept constant. In this 
work we sought the highest possible adsorption capacity that would lead to E1 --E2 values limited only 
by water electrolysis. The isopotentiogram i.e., isotherms at constant potential difference AE is the 
appropriate function since this work involved charging steps up to a constant AE. A series of isopoten- 
tiograms obtained from adsorption data for the complete cell is given in Fig. 11. A marked feature which 
greatly simplified the dynamics of the ECPP is that the vertical spacing (ans/aAE) between the curves 
is independent of concentration. This behaviour is in agreement with the properties:of the double layer 
on non-specific adsorptive electrodes. We can write: 

( ansl 1 (ansi (25) 

The complete cell capacitance Ce was shown (Table 1) to be approximately independent of the concen- 
tration over a wide potential range. Also (anJaqe) was shown to approach unity independently of the 
concentration, at potentials remote from the PZC (Figs 5 and 7). Hence (Ons/aAE) should be concen- 
tration independent as well. 

4. Concluding remarks 

Starting from some physiochemical features of the electrical double layer of an electrode in electrolyte 
solution, the equilibrium properties of a desalination cell operated by electroadsorption on high specific 
surface area electrodes were established. These equilibrium properties provide the theoretical back- 
ground and basic experimental data necessary for studying and understanding the dynamics of a multi- 
stage desalination column, whose bed is formed of two electroadsorbing electrodes performing as an 
electrochemical parametric pump. 
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